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ABSTRACT 

 Direct-to-consumer pharmaceutical advertisements are required by law to include 

warning information about possible side effects. The text sizes and text colors for warning 

information often vary from the headline of the ad. The effects on recall, disposition toward the 

product, and aesthetic value of matching the text size and color of warning information with the 

ad headlines were investigated. A computer-based experiment with 192 participants was 

conducted. Each participant was shown a brief story and an ad, and was given a questionnaire 

that measured the dependent variables. The procedure was repeated three times for each 

participant, with the first and third exposure being the critical trials, which were presented in 

randomized order.  

 No statistically significant relationships were found between altering warning 

information and recall, disposition toward the product, or aesthetic value. However, secondary 

analysis revealed a statistically significant relationship between ad order and recall. Whichever 

critical ad was presented second received significantly higher recall scores. Results suggest that 

after being questioned about the initial ad, motivation increased to attend to warning in the 

second ad. Duration of exposure also increased with the second ad, which positively correlated 

with improved recall scores. Hypotheses were retested controlling for both ad order and duration 

of exposure. No support was found for the hypotheses. 
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 The findings show generally poor recall for warning information in ads, even when the 

information is in colorful and large text. Results also indicate that motivation to read and 

remember warning information is a key variable in how well information is recalled.  
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

“’It is against state policy to pave over a deer,’ said Walter Bortree, an engineer for the 

[transportation] department,” (“Road Workers Pave over Dead Deer,” 1996, ¶ 5). 

In the summer of 1996, highway workers for the state of Pennsylvania inadvertently 

paved over the entire head and shoulders of a deer carcass. The town mayor claimed the animal 

had been in the road for over three weeks and went on to add, “You can’t miss it. It is in a 

straightaway. If they couldn’t see it, then they can’t see the numbers on their checks either,” 

(“Road Workers,” 1996, ¶ 8). How could a crew of workers not see a dead deer in the road? 

The suspected cause of the deer paving blunder was a lack of attention—or, technically, 

inattention—to important information by the road crew. Inattention is when a stimulus enters or 

remains within an individual’s field of perception, but the individual is unaware of the stimulus 

(e.g., the dead deer). When related to visual perception, inattention is sometimes called 

“functional blindness” or “inattentional blindness” (Mack & Rock, 1998), because the individual 

is effectively blind to something in their line of sight. In more colloquial terms, inattentional is 

often referred to as “not paying attention” or “overlooking.” 

Inattention can lead to a total lack of awareness of important details, which is sometimes 

difficult to comprehend in retrospect and on occasion leads to embarrassing results. For example, 

David Beckham, a world-renowned soccer player and movie celebrity, ended up with 

“Vihctoria” tattooed on his arm instead of his wife’s name, Victoria. The inattention of the tattoo 
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artist was believed to be the reason for the indelible mistake (Carbray, 2000, p. C7). It may be 

difficult for most people to imagine how someone could not notice adding the letter “h” to a 

“Victoria” tattoo. 

Sometimes the results of failing to notice important details are not only startling, but 

tragic. In Devon, England a semi-trailor truck driver was texting sexually explicit messages to 

three women while driving. He slammed into and killed Scott Baldwin, who was driving a 

tractor at the time. The judge in the case noted that one of the most surprising aspects of the story 

was that the truck driver continued texting and driving for over a quarter of a mile before 

realizing what had happened (“Dad, 22, Killed by Sex Text Trucker,” 2008). How could a driver 

not realize he ran over a tractor on the open highway for over a quarter of a mile? 

The effects of inattention range from the comical to the catastrophic. And yet, it happens 

on a regular basis, it seems, in everyday life. Common phrases like “It was right under my nose 

the whole time,” or “If it had been a snake, it would have bitten me,” provide anecdotal evidence 

that inattention is an ordinary occurrence.  

 The current research project aims to explore the phenomena of inattention in the context 

of mediated messages. Important information that may be overlooked exists not only on 

highways and in tattoo shops, but also in the steady stream of media messages bombarding 

individuals today. Because mediated messages can reach vast audiences, important information 

is often transmitted like breaking news, public service announcements, and health related 

messages. The large scale of mass media means that messages that foster inattention have the 

potential to also go unnoticed by the masses the messages target.  

In particular, this research examines factors affecting the decrease of inattention to 

mediated messages or, stated in the affirmative, how to get individuals to attend to information 
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they normally would not notice. This includes obstacles to attending to messages, and also 

manipulating variables that may improve message reception and recall. 

Some information is so important it is labeled important information. The current 

research examines just such important information. The specific context in which the 

inattentional factors will be studied is risk information included in direct-to-consumer (DTC) 

advertisements for prescription drugs. These advertisements provide a unique research 

opportunity to look at messages characterized as important, but deemphasized by placement, text 

size, and color; moreover, they are present primarily, if not only, because of government 

regulation and oversight. The products these advertisements promote are aimed at millions of 

customers, some of whom might suffer greatly from using the product. 

 The sale of prescription drugs is a well-established yet growing industry. Pharmaceutical 

companies continue to experience increased annual sales and look for emerging markets to 

explore. In 2009, the sales of prescription drugs are predicted to exceed $820 billion globally, 

which is approximately a 5% rise over the previous year due, in part, to new markets (National 

Association of Pharmaceutical Representatives, 2009). Amid rising sales, DTC advertising is 

also climbing. DTC advertising began in the 1980’s and since then has swelled to an estimated 

one billion dollars in total advertising for 2008 (Direct Marketing Association [DMA], 2008). 

The DMA (2008) forecasts a 7.1% annual growth rate for DTC advertising through 2012. 

 Pharmaceutical sales are up and DTC advertising is up, but are DTC advertisements 

effective? In 2002, the FDA conducted a two-part survey regarding patient and physician 

attitudes and behaviors relating to DTC advertisements (Aikin, Swasy, & Broman, 2004). The 

survey (N = 944) found that 81% of patient respondents reported having seen a DTC 

advertisement within the previous year. Of the positive respondents, 43% claimed that the DTC 
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advertisement prompted them to seek our more information about the drug or their medical 

condition. Asking their healthcare providers was the most commonly cited method of gaining 

more information. In a second survey, 92% of the 500 physicians surveyed reported a recent 

encounter in which a patient had asked about a specific medication seen in a DTC advertisement. 

Seventy-three percent of physicians said the patient in the encounter asked thoughtful questions 

because of the DTC exposure. 

 DTC advertising of pharmaceuticals started in the early 1980’s. By the mid-80’s, the 

FDA began issuing federal guidelines for warning information in the DTC print and broadcast 

advertisements. DTC advertisements were required to explain risk information and present a list 

of side effects. Companies claimed that the length of the warning information for many drugs 

rendered broadcast and print media ineffective, aesthetically harmed ads, and increased 

advertising expenses. The FDA responded by requiring advertisements to only contain a brief 

summary of side effects, contraindications, and the effectiveness of the drug. The pharmaceutical 

companies often complied by listing in fine print the entire and exact FDA-approved 

professional label, elevating the technical knowledge required to understand the warnings 

beyond that of most consumers. 

 FDA draft guidelines state that warning information in DTC pharmaceutical 

advertisements should, “optimally be communicated in language fully understandable by a lay 

reader and presented in an easily readable format” (FDA, 2004). Current guidelines state the 

warning information must have “sufficient emphasis” and must be comparable to the other 

information in the advertisement, “taking into account all implementing factors such as 

typography, layout, contrast, headlines…and other techniques apt to achieve emphasis,” 

(Prescription-drug advertisements, 2008). Helping consumers become more aware of potentially 
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harmful effects of a medication will likely lead to more informed discussions between physicians 

and patients. See Fosu (2005) for a more detailed overview of FDA prescription-drug 

advertisement guidelines. 

 To date, no research has been conducted integrating research findings and theory on 

inattentional blindness and warning information in DTC advertisements. Understanding the 

factors that improve attention to important information can lead to more effective federal 

guidelines, thereby creating a more knowledgeable and healthier consumer base for 

pharmaceutical companies to advertise to and for physicians to treat. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Review of Literature 

Introduction 

 “Can I have your attention, please?”  

 “Will you give me your attention?”  

 What would a person be asking for when asking these common questions? Attention is 

spoken of as a commodity, a currency, or even as a gift. We pay attention, give attention, and 

some people are diagnosed with an attention deficit. But what is attention? It is a concept used 

frequently in everyday speech and seemingly well understood by listeners, if they are paying 

attention. But like many other commonly used concepts, when examined with academic scrutiny, 

attention becomes much more complicated and difficult to define.  

 William James (1890) wrote, “Everyone knows what attention is…withdrawal from some 

things in order to deal effectively with others” (p. 382). This quote by James from over a century 

ago still captures much of the essence of theory on attention today. In his book entitled 

Cognition, Daniel Ashcraft (2006) defined attention as the directing of sensory receptors and 

cognitive resources at the expense of perception to other stimuli. Although attention is a 

commonly agreed upon and widely used concept outside academia (e.g., “please pay attention,” 

“give her your attention,” etc.), there is no universal agreement as to what attention is and how it 

works. Neisser (1976) viewed attention as “psychology’s most elusive target.” It is beyond the 

scope of this chapter to examine all theories about attention; therefore, the focus will be limited 

to two threads of research relating to attention: inattentional blindness (IB) and limited capacity 
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model (LCM). It will become evident in the following section that both lines of research share 

the same conceptual linage. Pertinent research and conceptualization for IB will be discussed and 

LCM will be examined as a means for understanding the mechanisms involved in attention and 

recall. Finally, both models will be integrated in an attempt to provide a better understanding of 

how information is attended to or overlooked, followed by research questions and hypotheses 

that arise from the theoretical integration. 

Early Selective Attention Research 

 The roots of IB and LCM can be found in research exploring distractibility and selective 

attention. One of the attention concepts that arose in the early twentieth century was known as 

blocking. It was derived from an effort to understand how individuals attend to repetitious tasks 

over long periods of time (Bills, 1931). In the original study, five experiments were performed 

using different types of tasks and varying durations. All studies were similar in design. In one 

experiment participants were presented with a large stack of colored pages and asked to simply 

name colors one page at a time and work through the stack. Participants were self-paced as to the 

rate at which a new color (stimulus) was delivered. Intervals were fairly even, and described by 

Bills as rhythmic. But, over time an interval would occasionally appear at twice the prior mean 

response time. Bills called the noticeable pauses “blocks.” As work continued, blocks became 

more frequent, as did mistakes. Bills concluded that when a block occurred, it resulted from a 

shift in attention that delayed responses and increased the propensity for error. Mental fatigue, or 

possibly boredom, resulted in distraction, followed by a deliberate mental return to the task at 

hand. Bills speculated that the shifts were the result of mental fatigue and the need for temporary 

mental rest. The seeds of both selective attention and LCM can be seen in Bills’s work. 
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 Broadbent (1958) reinterpreted and extended Bills’s (1931) conclusions. According to 

Broadbent,  

…it [blocking] represents an interruption in the intake of information from one 

source, owing to intake of information from another source. In other words, if we 

think of a filter selecting some of the information reaching the senses; then this 

filter ceases for a second or so to select task information, and rather selects some 

other kind of stimulation. (p. 133) 

 Broadbent understood a block to simply be a “shift in selection” rather than a delay due 

to fatigue. His own research (Broadbent, 1953) served as support for his speculation. He used a 

“five-choice” task in which a participant sat in front of a panel containing five lights and five 

corresponding contacts. Participants were instructed to vigilantly watch the lights; when a light 

came on, the correct response was to touch the corresponding contact. As soon as a contact, 

correct or incorrect, was touched, another light came on. Both accurate and inaccurate responses 

were recorded. Delays were also recorded and measured in two-second intervals. One of the 

primary purposes of the experiment was to provide a vigilance task that noise could be 

introduced into. The tests were administered to 18 participants, with each performing the tasks 

for two half-hour periods on successive days. Nine of the participants received 100 db noise in 

the first 30-minute session; the other nine participants received the noise in the second session. 

For both groups, the total number of errant responses, 57, was significantly higher during 

exposure to noise than the total during the silent session, 37.  During noise trials, responses were 

initially delayed. But, unexpectedly, after the first five minutes response times returned to non-

noise levels of efficiency. Broadbent believed the results were due to filtering out unwanted 
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stimuli and choosing target stimuli, effectively selecting to attend to or not attend to salient 

stimuli.  

 Broadbent (1958) believed the limitations of attention were a result of channel constraints 

rather than a central limitation. In his view, “a filter placed early in his [or her] nervous system 

selects only part of the information reaching the sense-organs,” (p. 85). Ostry, Morray, and 

Marks (1976) challenged the notion that selective attention was a result of channel limitations. In 

an effort to study divided attention, researchers had eight participants listen to two audio streams 

of letters being read aloud, one signal stream in each ear via headphones. Participants listened for 

one hour per day for 11 consecutive days. They were asked to listen for target letters. 

Participants were instructed to immediately press the corresponding sensor in either their left or 

right hand once a target letter was heard. If target letters were presented in both ears, both 

buttons were to be pressed. Signals were sent in one second intervals.  

Results revealed that participants were consistently effective at monitoring both channels 

and correctly detecting target signals. The one unexpected exception was when target signals 

were presented in audio streams concurrently. Once a single target was recognized, participants 

failed to recognize a second simultaneous target. Researchers drew an important conclusion that 

monitoring was impaired when further processing was involved. In terms of selective attention 

and limited capacity theorizing, it could now be shown that channel monitoring (later called 

orienting) was a separate function from message process, but part of the same limited system. 

The findings indicated that selective attention was primarily a result of cognitive limitations, 

rather than channel constraints.  
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Inattentional Blindness 

 Throughout the 1980’s, selective attention continued to grow in theoretical complexity, 

resulting in the creation of several attention models and multiple lines of research (for a 

treatment of selective attention during the period see Allport, 1989). One area of specialization 

that developed was focused on the relationship between attention and perception. In 1988, two 

separate research groups, one at the New School for Social Research and the other at the 

University of California at Berkeley, launched a seven year partnership to study the nature of 

perception sans attention. The mutual effort led to a narrative account of their findings, a 

systematic refinement of attention theory, and the advent of the concept of inattentional 

blindness (Mack & Rock, 1998).  

The stated original goals of the project were three-fold. First, researchers wanted to show 

that some cognitive processing is required in perception, especially in regards to visual grouping 

as a challenge to Gestalt psychology. Second, they sought support for the notion that perception 

can be “preattentive,” that is, some perception takes place before active awareness. Past research 

had failed, in their opinions, to thoroughly eliminate attention when testing perception. This 

second goal highlighted an element missing from previous research of visual attention, namely, a 

method for discretely segregating expectation (i.e., attention before perception), perception, and 

attention. The third goal was to develop a new method for accomplishing such segregation. For 

example, many of the prior tests of perception were based on asking participants to look for a 

target object that was by necessity based on expectation. Or, participants had no expectation and 

were asked if a particular object was observed, in such cases perception could not be assured in 

negative reports. For the purposes of their research, perception was defined as cognitive 

processing of visual stimuli and attention defined as a conscious awareness of the stimuli.  
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In order to answer their research questions, the new methodology had to be developed 

first. A simple task was created that involved asking participants to fixate on a small cross with 

equal length vertical and horizontal arms. Participants were instructed to watch for a possible 

change in the cross and report which arm became longer than the others, if one did. While 

fixating on the small cross, a larger version of cross appeared for 500 milliseconds and then was 

immediately followed by a mask to avoid after-image processing. In critical trials, a small square 

also appeared in the area between the cross arms (see Figure 1). The first three trials for each 

participant were noncritical. After each trial, they were asked to report which cross arm had been 

longer. The critical trial was the fourth and final trial. After these trials, participants were asked 

to report if any unexpected items had appeared, then to select the item from a list of four 

possibilities.  

Because participants were engaged in a separate task and exposure was so brief, 

researchers believed that the new method allowed for the removal of expectation and attention to 

the unexpected stimuli. It was hypothesized that even if participants reported not seeing the 

unexpected object, they would correctly identify it from the list of alternatives. Researchers 

believed this would indicate perception without attention.  

Much to the surprise of researchers (Mack & Rock, 1998), the initial trials that utilized 

the new method (N = 136) had revealed that 25% of participants did not report seeing the small 

square, and those participants could not correctly select the square from the list of alternatives. 

This led researchers to conclude that, contradictory to their original hypothesis, no perception 

took place without attention. In other words, participants were functionally blind to the 

unexpected object, even though it appeared within their focused field of visual attention, also 

called the spotlight of attention (Posner, Snyder, & Davidson, 1980). 
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Mack and Rock (1998) systematically explored aspects of IB. For example, one item of 

interest was the spatial relationship between the point of fixation and the location of the 

unexpected object. One set of trials (N = 40) placed the small square on the arms of the cross 

which resulted in 20% IB, which suggests that location has a role, but not enough eliminate IB. 

When the color (red or blue) and shape (rectangle or triangle) of the critical object were varied in 

trials from the fixation cross (N = 79), the results showed 23% IB. Because it was suspected that 

the level of processing required for recognition would impact IB, one set of trials (N = 15) 

replaced the task of recognizing the longer arm of a large cross with the recognizing a three-digit 

number at the point of fixation. With more cognitively taxing task, IB jumped to 66%, 

suggesting that perception of unexpected stimuli suffers when attention is spatially concentrated. 

When the color of a small square varied (red) and the task involved a three-digit number (N = 

15), IB reached 94%.  

Some of the final conclusion of Mack and Rock (1998) were: 1) that there was no 

“unconscious encoding of sensory information” (p. 227) even if stimuli are inside the spotlight of 

attention, 2) attention is required for perception, and 3) individual properties of the stimulus 

(shape, color, location) have differential roles in whether attention is captured.  

 Simons and Chabris (1999) sought to show that IB was not simply a 500 millisecond 

phenomena, but rather that IB could be sustained over time. Researchers created a 75-second 

video of six individuals passing two basketballs back and forth. Three actors wore black shirts 

and passed one ball and three actors did the same in white shirts. Forty-four seconds into the 

video, an actor (Elisa Cheng) dressed in a black gorilla costume entered screen right and walked 

into the center of the screen. The gorilla actor stopped walking, beat her chest six times; all the 

while, the two teams surrounded the “gorilla” by moving around on all sides as they passed to 
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each other. The “gorilla” then walks off the left side of the screen, having spent a total of five 

seconds onscreen.  

 Of all participants (N = 96), half were asked to keep count of the white team passes and 

half the black team passes. After watching the video, participants were asked a series of 

questions: 1) “While you were doing the counting, did you notice anything unusual on the 

video?” 2) “Did you notice anything other than the six players?” 3) “Did you see anyone else 

appear on the video?” 4) “Did you see a gorilla walk across the screen?”. After any affirmative 

responses, participants were asked to provide details. If at any time in responding, the participant 

provided an accurate detail about the “gorilla,” recognition of the cue was considered acceptable.  

Only 42% of participants attending to the black-shirted players reported seeing the 

“gorilla.” More surprisingly, of those attending to the white-shirted team, 78% failed to recall the 

“gorilla.” Researchers concluded when individuals preselect a color to attend to, IB is promoted 

for other colors. Moreover, IB can be sustained even when the novel stimulus appears at several 

points of fixation in the viewer’s visual field.  

The notion that IB can be sustained is not without theoretical support. The concept of 

attentional inertia (Anderson & Burns, 1991) posits that “the longer a look at television was in 

progress, the more likely it was to remain in progress” (p. 6) and that engagement often increases 

as a look is sustained (Anderson & Lorch, 1983). For example, Burns and Anderson (1993) 

showed 41 participants two one-hour contemporary television dramas, including commercials, 

with a five-minute break between each television show. The room shows were viewed in also 

contained other options for entertainment (e.g., magazines, games, etc.). Participants were 

videotaped, and the tapes were coded for occurrences of looking at the screen or looking away. 

Results revealed that the longer a look was sustained before a content boundary, which was 
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defined as a scene, character, or topic change, the more likely the look would be maintained. The 

result also suggests that the likelihood of distraction decreases due to attentional inertia.  

More alarmingly, Haines (1991) instructed eight airplane pilots to control a cockpit-based 

flight simulator at the NASA Ames Research Center. Four pilots used conventional cockpit 

instrumentation, whereas four used a heads-up-display (HUD) that projected instrument 

information directly onto the pilot’s front viewing window. Five seconds into the landing 

procedure, a stationary airplane was placed across the runway of the oncoming plane. It was 

expected that pilots using the HUD would more quickly notice the obstructive airplane and 

respond. Instead, two of the four HUD pilots never noticed the obstruction, and the remaining 

two had significantly lower response times than the non-HUD pilots. Haines concluded that 

attention was less likely to be “split” between the HUD and novel stimuli not meeting the visual 

criteria of the HUD, even when the novel stimuli were within the direct field of vision. One of 

the distinctive contributions to IB research added by Simons and Chablis’s “gorilla” research 

(1998) is that color can be the single visual criterion and IB will still occur. 

Recent IB studies have focused on parsing the specific effects of individual visual 

features. One set of studies looked at the roles of novel colors and colors present at task onset 

(Most, Simons, Scholl, Jimenez, Clifford, & Chabris, 2001). In a typical study, participants 

viewed three trials of black and white shapes (circles or squares) on a 15” computer monitor with 

a gray background. For 15 seconds, the shapes traveled haphazardly across the screen, 

occasionally bouncing when reaching the edge of the screen. Participants were asked the count 

the number of bounces for a particular color or shape. In the third trial, a novel item entered the 

center of the screen moving horizontally from right to left, present onscreen for five seconds. 

When the novel item differed in both color (red) and shape (cross), participants failed to detect it 
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29% of the time. When the novel item differed in shape (cross) and was in the color they were 

not asked to attend to (e.g., black when watching white), only 6% of participants reported seeing 

the novel item. When the novel item differed in shape and was the same color as items being 

attended to, 94% reported seeing it. The results of both Simons and Chabris (1998) and Most et 

al. (2001) suggest that active ignoring of potentially distracting colors takes place, particularly 

when an awareness of the potentially distracting color is present at the onset of a task.  

In a separate set of studies, researchers examined the role of shape similarity and color 

similarity (Most, Scholl, Clifford, & Simons, 2005). For one study, participants were shown two 

black squares, two white square, two black circles, and two white circles, all moving haphazardly 

on a gray screen. Participants were divided into four groups based on varying instructions. Group 

one was told to count the bounces of all black shapes. Group two was told to count the bounces 

of all white shapes. Group three was told to count the bounces of all circles. Group four was told 

to count the bounces of all squares. During the critical trial for each participant, a third black 

circle was included. Of the participants that attended to all black shapes (N = 16), 88% noticed 

the additional circle. Similarly, those attending to circles only (N = 16) noticed the novel circle 

81% of the time. No participant attending to white shapes (N = 16) noticed the additional circle. 

And only one participant attending to the square alone (N = 17) noticed the novel circle. 

Researchers concluded that both color and shape are significant variables in producing IB. It was 

speculated that a set of feature criteria, referred to as attention sets, determine what is actually 

seen. Some features, such as color and shape, have a powerful impact on an individual’s 

likelihood to see a novel stimulus; whereas other variables, such as location and duration of 

exposure (e.g., 500 ms, 5 s), played a much smaller role, and in some cases no significant role. 
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IB research indicates that individuals can be functionally blind to stimuli that are not in 

his or her attention set. While, in general, the research examines the priority of features in 

attention and the complexities therein, almost no effort is made to explain the mechanisms 

involved in creating and maintaining attention sets. The current understanding of LCM provides 

insights into the subprocesses and mechanisms involved in attention. 

Limited Capacity Model 

 LCM is an information processing model, which means LCM is predicated by numerous 

assumptions (for a discussion of these assumptions see Lang, Potter, & Bolls, 2009). Like other 

information-processing based models, LCM stems from the assumption that human beings are 

active, automatic, and driven information gathering organisms. While conscious, organisms are 

in a constant state of information (stimuli) collection and dynamic cognitive activity. This leads 

to a second assumption, namely, that the volume of stimuli often vastly exceeds the finite 

sensory and cognitive ability of an organism, hence the name Limited Capacity Model. As 

mentioned previously, the early work of Broadbent (1953, 1958) posited that selective attention 

was based on limited capacity. Not everything can be attended to; therefore, some stimuli go 

unnoticed. A third assumption of LCM is that information gathering and cognition are comprised 

of three major subprocesses and two mechanisms that all work in tandem—with an essentially 

linear flow, but also includes multidirectional interplay between processes (Lang, 2006). The 

three subprocesses are encoding, storage, and retrieval, and the two mechanisms are orienting 

responses (OR) and resource management.  

 Encoding is the organization, reduction, and selection of sensory information leading to 

the creation of mental representations of those physical stimuli (Lang, 2000). The organization 

and reduction of information begins at the initial perception of stimuli via the sensory organs and 
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progresses as the impulses travel the neural paths (Mather, 2006). Some categorization of 

information takes place during encoding as evidenced by the activation of neural networks 

through unconscious priming (Klinger, Burton, & Pitts, 2000). The reduction of the information 

is one of the means employed to compensate for limitations.  

 The second subprocess, storage, is defined by Lang (2006) as the categorization, 

association, and storage of the mental representations created during encoding. The information 

is stored in neural networks based on the categories and associations (Love, Medin, & Gureckis, 

2004). As associations are made and representations stored, other mental representations within 

the associated networks get activated (Collins & Loftus, 1976; McNamara, 1992). The neural 

paths to the associated representations are primed, which leads to greater likelihood of recall and 

faster recall (Dillman Carpentier, D. Roskos-Ewoldsen, & B. Roskos-Ewoldsen, 2008).  

 The subprocess of retrieval is the location of and reconstruction of mental representations 

(Lang, 2000). The availability of representations for retrieval is dependent on numerous factors 

such as the type of encoding (Logan, 2002), the nature of associations (Meeter & Murre, 2004), 

and the length of time between storage and retrieval (Anderson, 2003). 

 One mechanism that allows encoding to occur is called the orienting response. The 

orienting response is the function of selecting, organizing, and prioritizing stimuli (Lang, 2000). 

Most of the orienting occurs automatically, but the response can be consciously directed. 

Automatic orienting responses create very brief physiological responses, such as a drop in heart 

rate (Lang, 1994) and increased skin conductance (Dindo & Fowles, 2008).  

 The resource management function is believed to do just that, manage the cognitive 

resources utilized by all three subprocesses and both mechanisms. Failures in effective resource 

management can result in errors due to one of the other components lacking necessary resources. 
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Cognitive resources are believed to be a zero-sum system in which the gains for one subprocess 

or mechanism come at the expense of the others. For example, encoding and storing information 

heard via cell phone while driving a vehicle can over tax resources at the expense of orienting to 

traffic ahead (Strayer, Drews, & Johnston, 2003). Conversely, when orienting demands are too 

high, mistakes are made in recognition and recall (Lang, Bolls, Potter, & Kawahara, 1999). 

Theoretical Integration 

 IB and LCM provide complimentary explanations of why an individual could fail to 

notice a stimulus directly within the field of vision. Apparently attention sets play a top-down 

role in limiting the need for increased orienting responses, thereby freeing up resources for 

encoding, storage, retrieval, and resource management. For example, in the Simons and Chablis 

“gorilla” research (1998), rather than having to constantly orient to players entering their field of 

vision, participants watching the white team were able to limit orienting to only white objects, 

never orienting to, encoding, or storing the image of a gorilla. Since it is the function of the 

resource management mechanism to free up resources, it is reasonable to conclude that attention 

sets are created to reduce orienting response load. It is also reasonable to conclude that if 

orienting resource demands are decreased by attention sets, then more resources are available for 

encoding, storage, and retrieval.  

 Most people will never have a researcher ask them to only watch the white team. 

Attention sets are created, it can be assumed, naturally in every day life. A driver chooses to 

attend to brake lights, head lights, and traffic lights than rather street lights. At a party, a 

complicated stream of auditory information bombards a person’s ear drum, but through orienting 

to the tone of a friend’s voice they are able carry on a conversation—a phenomena referred to as 

the cocktail party effect (Cherry, 1953; Cherry & Taylor, 1954). More closely related to the 
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current research, a person may scan through a magazine or newspaper choosing to orient to 

headlines and graphics. But what if in an advertisement there was important information that had 

no feature similarities (e.g., color and shape) to the headlines or graphics? Would the reader be 

less likely to notice the important information? According to the IB research, if color and shape 

are dissimilar enough to the attention set criteria, the reader may be functionally blind to the 

important information. 

 Once an attention set is in place, orienting response needs have been reduced, which frees 

up resources. Accordingly, if encoding resources are also reduced, even more resources become 

available for storage and retrieval. Encoding is the organization, reduction, and selection of 

stimuli leading to mental representations. Once the attention set is in place, the attended to 

stimuli, by necessity, share some common feature(s); with shared feature(s) the neural paths for 

encoding are at least partially activated, making further encoding more likely. In other words, if a 

person is encoding black squares and sees an additional black square, encoding of another black 

square would require fewer resources than activating new neural paths. The freeing up of 

resources by reducing both orienting response and encoding demands should lead to more 

resources for storage and retrieval. This may help explain why participants watching for black 

shapes (Most et al., 2005) had such high recall for the novel black circle (88%) that they were 

not asked to watch for, or why participants watching circles had similarly high recall (81%).  

Research Questions and Hypotheses 

Warning Information Recall 

 As stated in the previous chapter, direct to consumer (DTC) advertisements are a billion 

dollar a year industry (Direct Marketing Association, 2008). These advertisements are required 

to contain warning information about potential side effects and interactions by the Food and 
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Drug Administration (FDA, 2004). The FDA guidelines are specific about location and content 

of the warning information, but do not address the similarity of formal features (e.g., color and 

size) to the headline of the advertisements. Headlines are created to be noticed and read. One 

study used eye-tracking software to record the visual scanpath of 118 participants that were 

exposed to three magazine ads (Pieters, Rosbergen, & Wedel, 1999). Participants spent 

statistically significant more time looking at the headlines than the text body or graphic(s) in the 

ads. As readers attend to headlines, their attention set is on the color and shape of the text being 

read.  

RQ1: Will recall for warning information significantly improve when matched to the 

formal features of the advertisement headline? 

 Because color similarity was found to be a significant predictor of IB, it is reasonable to 

predict that if a color is already a part of a reader’s attention set, then other text in the same color 

within the advertisement is more likely to be noticed.  

H1a: Matching the text color of the warning information section in DTC advertisements 

with the text color of the headline will improve recall of the warning information. 

 All of Most et al.’s (2005) experiments on the strength of shape similarity and IB used 

shapes of the same object size (1 cm). Therefore, since advertisement texts vary in shape by 

letter and font shape, letter size is the closest approximation to shape similarity that can be 

textually produced. A five centimeter letter is more similar to other five centimeter letters than is 

a one centimeter letter. 

H1b: Matching the text size of the warning information section in DTC advertisements 

with that of the headline will improve recall of the warning information. 
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 In the previous research discussed, IB was at its lowest level when both the color and 

shape of the novel stimuli were matched to the attention set color and shape.  

H1c: Recall for warning information will be highest when it is matched in color and text 

size to the advertisement headline as compared to other conditions. 

Disposition toward the Product 

 In chapter one, it was noted that companies have sought to eliminate warning information 

or reduce consumer’s attention to the information. Warnings present information about possible 

harm, potentially causing a consumer to be “turned off” to a product. Therefore, attention to the 

warning information is increased, disposition toward the product may be affected. In other 

words, attention to warning information should lead to more a negatively valenced disposition 

toward the product. 

 RQ2: Will positive disposition toward the product significantly decrease when the 

formal features of the warning information are matched to those of the advertisement 

headline? 

 Because memory is associative, it is reasonable to conclude that if more warning 

information is encoded and stored, then the likelihood of associating the potential dangers with 

the product increases. 

H2a: Matching the text color of the warning information section in DTC advertisements 

with the text color of the headline will result in a more negative disposition toward the 

product. 

H2b: Matching the text size of the warning information section in DTC advertisements 

with the text color of the headline will result in a more negative disposition toward the 

product. 
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H2c: Disposition toward the product will be the most negative when warning information 

is matched in color and text size to the advertisement headline compared to other 

conditions. 

Aesthetic Harm 

 When the FDA guidelines were originally created for DTC advertisements, companies 

claimed that the prominence of warning information would harm the aesthetics of the 

advertisements. One definition of aesthetics is that it is a combination of perceived beauty and 

experienced pleasure (Cupchik & Kemp, 2000), in which to perceive beauty is to, “take all the 

qualities embodied in the subject matter and style of the work and determine how well they 

balance;” (p. 250). Increasing the prominence of the warning information by matching it with the 

headline has the potential to change the aesthetic value of the advertisement by altering the 

balance of the ad. 

RQ3: When the formal features of the warning information are matched to those of the 

advertisement headline, will aesthetic harm be done to the advertisement? 

 Matching the formal features of warning information and headline(s) would introduce no 

new colors into the color scheme of the advertisement or new text sizes; potentially, attention to 

warning information could be increased while creating an insignificant amount of aesthetic 

change. 

To answer these research questions and test these hypotheses, a highly controlled 

experiment will be performed to examine any relationships between the variables. It is hoped 

that this will provide a better understanding of what causes people to notice warning information 

by taking into account the dynamic characteristics of attention and inattention. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Methods 

Experimental Design 

 A 3 X 3 factorial between-subjects design was utilized to conduct an experiment. 

Independent variables were the color and text size of warning information in prescription allergy 

medication ads. The three levels of color used were: original, matched with the ad headline, and 

a neutral color. Similarly, the three levels of text size were: original, matched with the ad 

headline, and a median size. Dependent variables were recall, disposition toward the product, 

and aesthetic value. Recall was measured using both free recall and cued recall. Disposition 

toward the product was measured using a three-item scale commonly used in academic research 

that first appeared in the mid-1980’s (Gardener, 1985), which has even been used as a standard 

to validate other scales (Bergkvist & Rossiter, 2007). Aesthetic value was measured using a 

three-item scale adapted from previous research (Hirschman, 1986; Kim & Lennon, 2008; Wells, 

2000). The experiment was conducted in a lab of 20 personal computers, with each participant 

using a single cubicle. 

Participants 

 A total of 192 participants were recruited from twenty undergraduate courses and one 

graduate course at a large Southern university. Compensation for participation was determined 

and provided by the course instructors and consisted of extra credit, class participation credit, or 

partial fulfillment of a research participation requirement. All participation was voluntary. Three 
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questions during the experiment were used to control for responses from participants with either 

protanomal or deuteranomal color deficiencies, commonly referred to as red-green 

colorblindness. Four participants answered at least two of the three color deficiency questions 

incorrectly and were eliminated from the sample. One participant was removed from the sample 

because all free recall answers given contained information irrelevant to the questions, 

suggesting the participant did not understand the instructions, leaving a usable sample of 187 

participants. 

Experimental Material 

  Stimuli. Three ads were used to test the hypotheses. Two ads were manipulated and one 

used as a buffer between viewing altered ads. All three ads were originally published in 

commercial magazines as full-page ads five years prior to the date research was conducted in 

order to use actual ads, but to avoid the likelihood of product recognition by participants. The ads 

were digitized so that image editing software could be used to alter photos. Because past 

experience with the products or brands and/or negative media coverage might be a confounding 

variable, all contact information was removed from the ads. Product names were changed to 

fictitious names: Renyutien, Setelin, and Smith Works. See Appendix A for all versions of each 

ad. Identification labels in the bottom right corner of the ads in the appendix did not appear in the 

research version of each ad. 

 The control ad was only altered by replacing the original company name with the 

fictitious name, Smith Works. The ad was for an interior design company. 

 In an effort to maintain consistency, both manipulated ads were for prescription allergy 

sprays. One ad, for the fictitious allergy medication named “Renyutien,” contained a large 

graphic on the left-hand side of the page, a headline at the top of the page, three smaller graphics 
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in the center of the page, and text at the bottom of the page. Consistent with the original ad, 

warning information was listed at the bottom portion of the page. A total of nine versions of the 

ad were created, altering both text color for the warning information (original, matched with the 

headline, and neutral color) and text size (original, matched with the headline, and median) to 

allow for all possible permeations. The original color of the warning information was black1 (R = 

0, G = 0, B = 0), the matched color was a golden green (R = 234, G = 167, B = 0), and the 

neutral color was brown (R = 153, G = 89, B = 5). Brown was chosen as the neutral color 

because it is in the same wavelength spectrum as the headline colors for the two ads (green and 

red), so the same cones were involved in reception. Text size was measured according to the 

tallest letter in the headline, .5 cm, and the tallest letter in the warning information. The 

following was the warning information text sizes for each level: original = .25 cm, median = .375 

cm, and matched = .5 cm.  

 The second manipulated ad was for a fictitious allergy medication named “Setelin.” The 

original ad included a large graphic of the product on the bottom right-hand side, a headline 

centered at the top, and the warning information in the center of the ad. The original color of the 

warning information was black (R = 0, G = 0, B = 0), the matched color red (R = 255, G = 0, B = 

4), and the neutral color brown (R = 153, G = 89, B = 5). Text size was measured according to 

the tallest letter in the headline, .7 cm, and the tallest letter in the warning information. The 

following was the warning information text sizes for each level: original = .25 cm, median = .47 

cm, and matched = .7 cm.  

 Buffers. Each advertisement was preceded by a brief article topically relevant to the 

advertisement. Since Renyutien was an ad for a prescription allergy nasal spray, the paired article 

pertained to spring weather entitled “Spring Weather” (264 words). The non-manipulated, buffer 
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ad was for an interior design firm, so the paired article was on the topic of kitchens and entitled 

“Kitchens” (273 words). The article paired with Setelin, also a prescription allergy nasal spray, 

addressed differences between gardening and farming, entitled “Gardening versus Farming” (283 

words). See Appendix B for a copy of all three articles. 

 Measurements. See Appendix C for all measurement material. 

Each article-ad pair was followed by a questionnaire composed of the following: seven 

multiple-choice questions about the preceding article, a free recall question asking for all details 

remembered about the product advertised, a free recall question asking for all details 

remembered about the preceding ad, and at least 10 questions regarding the ad. For the non-

critical ad, all 10 questions were multiple-choice questions regarding the ad. For the critical ads, 

five of the ad questions were multiple-choice and related to details from the warning 

information. Three of the 12 questions for critical ads were seven-point Likert scales measuring 

the aesthetic value of the ad using the adjective pairs: attractive/not attractive, beautiful/not 

beautiful, and pleasant/unpleasant (Hirschman, 1986; Kim & Lennon, 2008; Wells, 2000). Three 

additional questions measured attitude toward the product using seven-point Likert scales and the 

following adjective pairs for indicating “overall feelings” about the product: bad/good, 

pleasant/unpleasant, and dislike/like (Gardener, 1985). Answers to the free recall question were 

coded with one point for each correct detail provided. Inaccurate information was not counted 

against the score. A total of five points (i.e., five correct details) was considered excellent recall; 

therefore, more than five correct details provided was not coded. One point was given for each 

correct question to the five multiple-choice questions. Free recall and cued recall scores were 

combined to create a 10-point recall metric. All questions and scales were forced-choice, 

requiring a response before the software would allow a participant to proceed. 
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 The experiment was conducted on personal computers (PC) using experiment 

management software allowing for the order of answers on multiple-choice questions to be 

randomized to prevent primacy and recency effects (Murdock, 1962) due to answer order. 

Participants were not allowed to return to previously answered questions. 

 The final questionnaire in every experimental condition contained four demographic 

questions, an allergy diagnosis question, and a test for color perception deficiencies. To 

determine allergy diagnosis, participants were asked if she or he has ever been diagnosed with 

seasonal allergies by a physician. In order to test color perception deficiencies, three images were 

presented, each containing an embedded number not visible to individuals with protanomal or 

deuteranomal color deficiencies. Participants were asked to report the number in each image. If 

more than one incorrect numerical response was given, color deficiency was assumed and the 

participant’s responses were not included in the data set used for answering research questions or 

testing hypotheses. 

Procedure 

The experiment was conducted in a computer research facility at a large Southern 

university. The facility consisted of 20 cubicles, each containing a single PC, 17” color monitor, 

101-key QWERTY keyboard, conventional analog mouse, and a chair. MediaLab version 

2008.1.22 software by Empirisoft Corporation was installed on all PC’s and used to administer 

the experiment. A five-foot divider separated each cubicle. 

After participants arrived, they were seated in a waiting room until a researcher escorted 

them into the research lab. An informed consent form and instructions were displayed on the 

screen (see Appendix D). Once consent was given and instructions read, participants clicked a 

“continue” button to proceed and navigated through the study in the same fashion. Participants 
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could navigate forward but could not return to previous screens. After continuing beyond the 

instruction screen, one of the two allergy-related articles was presented. Participants read the 

article, clicked to continue, and then one of the two critical ads appeared on the screen. The 

article-ad pair was followed by the questionnaire containing article questions and ad questions. 

MediaLab software was used to randomly assign participants to one of the nine experimental 

conditions.  

Upon completing the first questionnaire, participants read a brief story about kitchens, 

read an interior design ad, and completed a second questionnaire related to the kitchen article and 

ad. The second article-ad pair was identical for all participants and was intended to function as a 

buffer between the two critical trials. 

The final article-ad pair was the remaining allergy-related article, second critical ad, and 

corresponding questionnaire. Both critical ads were coordinated, so that each participant was 

exposed to two critical ads of the same experimental condition allowing for between-subjects 

comparisons. 

The final questionnaire pertained to demographic information, any previous allergy 

diagnosis, and the test for color perception deficiency. Once completed, an onscreen debriefing 

statement was displayed providing greater details about the research intentions and thanking 

participants for participation (See Appendix E). A hard copy of the debriefing statement was also 

provided. 

Data collected from each participant were then transferred from individual PC’s to a 

central server for analysis. Participant data were removed from each PC before subsequent 

research sessions were conducted.  
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CHAPTER 4 

Results 

Descriptive Statistics 

 Participants. Of the 192 participants, only 187 were included in the data analysis. Four 

participants failed the test for color deficiency and one participant provided only irrelevant 

answers in the free recall sections indicating a poor comprehension of the instructions or 

confusion. Eight of the nine experimental condition groups had 20-23 participants. One condition 

only had 17, because two of the color deficient participants and the participant suspected of not 

understanding the instructions were all in this condition. The majority of participants were 

female (n = 126) and the median age was 21 (SD = 5.98) with a range of 17 to 58. Thirty-eight 

percent of participants (n = 71) reported having been previously diagnosed with seasonal 

allergies.  

 Side effects recall. Seven questions per critical ad were used to measure recall of side 

effects information. Two were free recall questions, one pertaining to the product and one the ad, 

immediately followed the corresponding article questionnaire. Five multiple-choice questions 

presented in randomized order followed the free recall section. Free recall answers were 

analyzed and graded by the primary investigator on a scale of 1-5, with each point representing a 

correct detail provided about the side effects or side effects section of the ad. As a check of 

intercoder reliability, a second, trained coder analyzed a 20% sample (n = 37), which confirmed 

a high level of agreement (Cohen’s kappa = .83), considered to be reliable coding (Stroud & 
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Higgins, 2009). A participant’s free recall score was added to the number of correct cued 

responses allowing for a maximum recall score of 10 for each ad. Because each trial consisted of 

two ads of the same experimental condition, both recall scores were combined to create a single 

total recall score per condition per participant. The possible range for total recall scores was 0-20 

and the observed range was 1-16 (M = 7.3, SD = 3.43). In order to determine if one ad generally 

had more memorable features than the other, a paired-samples t test was performed on the total 

recall scores for the Renyutien ad (M = 3.81, SD = 2.53) and the Setelin ad (M = 3.49, SD = 

1.83). The t test revealed no statistically significant difference between recall scores (t(186) = 

1.55, p > .05). 

 Disposition toward the product. Participants were asked to indicate their “overall 

feelings” toward the product using three 7-point Likert scales, each with one of three adjective 

pairs: bad/good, pleasant/unpleasant, and dislike/like (Gardener, 1985). Once the data were 

collected, the single negative weighted item scores were inverted to produce a positively 

weighted score for that item, and all item responses combined to produce a 3-21 range 

disposition toward the product score (DPS) for each medication. The Renyutien DPS (Mdn = 12, 

SD = 3.2) and the Setelin DPS (Mdn =  12, SD = 2.87) were combined to create an overall DPS 

(Mdn = 25, SD = 5.11). A Wilcoxon test revealed no statistically significant difference between 

general disposition between the two ads (Z = -.371, p > .05).  

 Aesthetic value. To measure aesthetic value for each ad, three 7-point Likert scales were 

used that allowed participants to rate the ad on three adjective pairs: attractive/not attractive, 

beautiful/not beautiful, and pleasant/unpleasant (Hirschman, 1986; Kim & Lennon, 2008; Wells, 

2000). Once the data were collected, the single negatively weighed item was positively weighted 

and all item responses combined to produce a 3-21 range aesthetic value score (AVS) for each 
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ad. The Renyutien ad AVS (M = 11.98, SD = 3.68) and the Setelin ad AVS (M = 12.35, SD = 

3.44) were combined to create an overall ad AVS (M = 24.34, SD = 5.73). A paired-samples t 

test revealed no significant difference between the AVS for the ads (t(186) = -1.19, p > .05). 

Research Questions and Hypotheses Testing 

 Research question 1. The multi-study research of Most, Scholl, Clifford, and Simons 

(2005) along with the seven-year research project by Mack and Rock (1998) both indicate that 

color and shape are powerful influencers of attention. Limited Capacity Model (LCM) posits that 

cognitive resources are limited and reducing the cognitive load of one mechanism (e.g., 

orientation) frees resources up for other subprocesses like storage. Research question 1 related to 

applying color and shape findings to the text color and text shape (size) of warning information 

in ads. In particular, the question asked how changes in the formal features of text color and 

shape would affect recall of warning information. 

Hypothesis 1. Hypothesis 1a predicted that matching the text color of the “important 

information” on the side effects section of the ad to the text color of the headline would improve 

recall for the important information. Recall for matched text was predicted to be higher not only 

from the control text color, but also a neutral color. Mean recall scores for each ad, Renyutien 

and Setelin, in all three conditions were compared.  
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Table 1 

Descriptive Statistics for Recall Scores for Both Ads by Text Color Condition 

    n M SD 
Renyutien ad      

  control 63 3.54 2.38 

  matched 65 4.02 2.48 

  neutral 59 3.86 2.75 

       

Setelin ad      

  control 63 3.21 1.87 

  matched 65 3.51 1.72 

  neutral 59 3.78 1.89 
 

A repeated measures ANOVA was calculated and revealed no statistically significant 

variance between experimental groups (F(2, 184) < 1, p > .05). No support was found for 

Hypothesis 1a.  

 Hypothesis 1b stated that matching the text size of the “important information” on side 

effects with the text size of the ad headline would improve recall of the important information. 

Mean recall scores for each ad in each condition were compared. 

Table 2 

Descriptive Statistics of Recall Scores for Both Ads by Text Size Condition 

    n M SD 
Renyutien      
  control 64 3.92 2.58 
  matched 63 3.60 2.43 
  median 60 3.90 2.62 
       
Setelin      
  control 64 3.27 1.84 
  matched 63 3.84 1.99 
  median 60 3.37 1.62 
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 A repeated measures ANOVA was calculated and revealed no statistically significant 

variance between experimental groups (F(2, 184) = 1.93, p > .05). No support was found for 

Hypothesis 1b.  

 Hypothesis 1c predicted an interaction effect between size and color that would result in 

the highest recall scores. A factorial ANOVA examining the potential interaction effects of text 

color and text size on overall total recall revealed no statistically significant interaction effects 

(F(4, 178) < 1, p > .05). No support was found for Hypothesis 1c. 

 Research question 2. One of the concerns about increased attention to dangerous or 

unpleasant side effects might be that potential consumers could develop a negative predisposition 

toward the product before ever even consulting their physician.  Based on the assumption of 

increased attention to warning information, research question 2 probed whether disposition 

toward the medication would be affected. 

 Hypothesis 2. If matching the text color of warning information to the headline text color 

increases attention to harmful side effects, then disposition toward to product should be more 

negative when the text colors are matched, according to Hypothesis 2a. DPS scores for neither ad 

followed a normal distribution. No statistical tool provides a nonparametric, repeated measures 

calculation of categorical dependent variables and repeated interval variables (Cronk, 2006); 

therefore, the DPS scores for each participant were combined to constitute a single product 

disposition score per participant per condition. A Kruskal-Wallis test comparing the control 

color, matched color, and neutral color revealed no statistically significant difference between 

groups (H(2) < 1, p > .05). No support was found for Hypothesis 2a. 

 Hypothesis 2b assumed that just as changes in text color should affect attention to 

warning information, so should text size, and, in turn, size should also affect the reader’s 
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disposition toward the product. A Kruskal-Wallis test comparing control text size, median size, 

and matched text size revealed no statistically significant difference between groups (H(2) = 

1.45, p > .05). No support was found for Hypothesis 2b. 

 Hypothesis 2c predicted an interaction effect between text size and color on disposition 

toward the product. Because DPS did not follow a normal distribution, tests for interaction 

effects could not be performed. No statistical tests for interaction effects are available when the 

conditions are met that the dependent variable data are nonparametric and the experimental 

design utilizes repeated measures (Sawilowsky, 1990). 

 Research question 3. During the development of federal guidelines for direct-to-

consumer ad warning information, the pharmaceutical companies made the claim that over-

emphasis of warning information would aesthetically harm ads and render them ineffective 

(Fosu, 2005). The aim of Research Question 3 was to determine if altering the text size and text 

color of the warning information, while maintaining the original ad color scheme and font styles, 

would do significant aesthetic harm to the ad as measured by the aesthetic value scores (AVS).  

 A repeated measures ANOVA examining mean AVS for both ads (see Table 3) by 

experimental condition revealed no significant variance between conditions (F(8,178) < 1, p > 

.05).  
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Table 3 

Mean Aesthetic Value Scores for Both Critical Ads by Experimental Condition 

            

Renyutien   n M SD 

  
text 
color text size       

  control control 20 10.85 2.28 

  matched control 23 12.04 4.28 

  neutral control 21 12.95 3.90 

  control median 22 12.09 3.35 

  matched median 21 12.38 3.38 

  neutral median 17 12.06 4.26 

  control matched 21 12.10 3.87 
  matched matched 21 11.81 3.74 
  neutral matched 21 11.52 3.98 
        
Setelin   n M SD 

  
text 
color text size       

  control control 20 12.50 2.69 
  matched control 23 12.35 3.98 
  neutral control 21 12.57 3.64 
  control median 22 12.59 2.36 
  matched median 21 12.67 3.92 
  neutral median 17 13.41 3.47 
  control matched 21 11.62 3.14 
  matched matched 21 11.81 3.86 
  neutral matched 21 11.86 3.85 

 
Secondary Analysis 

 Expectation. During the process of coding the free recall responses, a noticeable disparity 

became evident between participants’ scores for the two ads. Often, a participant would have a 

very high score on one ad and a zero on the other. As mentioned previously, no statistically 

significant difference was found when comparing overall free recall scores between the ads. One 

variable that may have had a confounding effect was the presence of the questionnaire that asked 
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five questions about side effects, which could have prompted participants to attend to warning 

information more closely in the latter pharmaceutical ad. The inclusion of a buffer ad and buffer 

questionnaire for a non-pharmaceutical ad was an attempt to reduce any confounding effects 

from the first questionnaire. What if after seeing the first critical ad (AD1) and questionnaire, 

participants expected to be questioned about side effects after the second critical ad (AD2)? 

 The data were transformed and organized by ad order. A paired samples t test comparing 

total recall scores (combined cued and free recall) between AD1 (M = 3.25, SD = 2.19) and AD2 

(M = 4.05, SD = 2.18) showed a significant improvement in score (t(186) = -4.09, p < .001). All 

hypotheses were re-examined using AD1 as the dependent variable, thereby eliminating the 

confounding effects of ad order. No statistically significant relationships or variances were 

found, even when controlling for previous allergy diagnosis. 

 Duration of exposure. The software used to administer the experiment, Media Lab 2008, 

recorded the duration of presentation for images onscreen. Once the image was displayed, the 

time until the participant clicked the “continue” button to proceed was recorded. A paired 

samples t test comparing the seconds of exposure between AD1 (M = 30.83, SD = 14.42) and 

AD2 (M = 39.45, SD = 17.33) showed a statistically significant increase, (t(186) = -7.31, p < 

.001).  

 The differences between recall scores for AD1 and AD2 (M = .81, SD = 2.69) and the 

difference between duration of exposure (M = 8.62, SD = 16.09) were calculated. A simple linear 

regression was calculated predicting participants’ recall increase based on increased duration of 

exposure. A significant regression equation was found (F(1, 185) = 25.56, p < .001), with an R2 

of .122. Because the sample no longer involved a repeated measure, an ANCOVA could be 
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performed; the results revealed that, even when controlling for duration of exposure, text size 

and text color had no statistically significant effect on total recall scores (F(8, 177) < 1, p > .05).  

 Possible relationships between demographic data collected and recall, DPS, and AVS 

were examined. No statistically significant relationships were found for age, gender, or previous 

allergy diagnosis on any dependent variables.  
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CHAPTER 5 

Discussion 

 This study attempted to examine how changes to visual features in direct-to-consumer 

(DTC) advertisements might affect recall for warning information, the aesthetic value of the ads, 

and disposition toward the product. Previous research (Mack & Rock, 1998; Most et al., 2005; 

Simons & Chabris, 1999) has shown that the colors and shapes a person attends to can produce a 

functional blindness to dissimilar colors and shapes, often referred to as inattentional blindness. 

The current research sought to effectively invert the concept of inattentional blindness by using 

the colors and shapes an individual was actively attending to in order to increase the likelihood 

of attention to warning information; although, recall was the ultimate goal and not just capturing 

attention. 

 Limited capacity model (LCM) is rooted in the concept that cognitive resources are 

limited. Because of these limitations, the brain is constantly seeking to free up demands, manage 

cognitive load, and appropriate free resources—these tasks are referred to as resource 

management (Lang, 2006; Lang, 2000). Some of the subprocesses that are managed are 

encoding, storage, and retrieval, along with the mechanism of orienting response. If demands can 

be reduced for any subprocess or mechanism, those resources become available for other 

cognitive tasks. This study sought to decrease orienting and encoding demands by capitalizing on 

colors and shapes that the individual was already attending to, and therefore oriented to and 
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encoding. Theoretically, this should have freed more cognitive resources to be used for storage 

and retrieval.  

 As can be seen in the results, the current findings do not support the predictions that 

memory for ad text matched in size and color with ad headline would improve. Overall, recall of 

“important information” in the first ad participants were exposed to was relatively low. The 

mean recall score for side effects information was 3.25 correct responses out of a potential of 10 

for the ad presented first. This result is surprising when considering that participants were asked 

to “read each ad carefully” in the instructions and were questioned about the ad typically less 

than one minute after viewing. Furthermore, five of the potential 10 points came from multiple-

choice questions that had four possible answers. There was a 25% chance of getting an answer 

correct just by random guessing, which diminishes confidence that all of the 3.25 correct 

responses were actually informed choices. Moreover, by the second DTC ad viewing when 

participants may have suspected they would be asked about warning information, mean recall 

scores only improved to 4.05.  

Even more surprisingly, all but one of the nine experimental conditions the participants 

viewed the ads with either color-altered warning information or size-increased warning 

information, yet recall was not significantly improved. In other words, even the groups that 

viewed warning information in the same large font as the headline and in the same intentionally 

attention-getting color as the headline, did not remember warning information any better than the 

group that saw the warnings in small black text. It begs the question, how important is 

“important information" in ads to consumers? Or maybe more relevantly, what makes “important 

information” important enough to consumers to not only attend to it, but to also store the 

information in memory? One answer to this question may be motivation. 
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Motivation 

 The results of this study suggest that when participants suspect they will be questioned 

about the side effects of a product, they are more likely to devote more cognitive resources to the 

encoding and storage of side effects information in advertisements, which allows for better 

retrieval. The “important information” may become more important. 

 In recent years, LCM has developed theoretically to incorporate motivation as an 

influence in resource management, which has resulted in the name Limited Capacity Model of 

Motivated Mediated Message Processing (LC4MP) (Lang, 2000; Lang, 2006). Two types of 

motivations are seen as the primal drivers in allocating resources: appetitive and aversive. 

Appetitive stimuli motivate toward the stimuli. Primal examples of appetitive motivation are 

foraging for food, attraction to a sexual partner, or social interaction. Conversely, aversive 

stimuli repel, often due to perceived potential harm or discomfort, such as avoiding a growling 

animal or a thorny bush.  

When the motivational system is activated, automatic adjustments are made to the 

cognitive resource allocation. With appetitive stimuli, at low levels of arousal fewer resources 

are allocated to encoding (Sparks, 2007). At higher levels of motivation and arousal, appetitive 

and aversive stimuli get greater cognitive resources. In particular, aversive stimuli get more 

resources more quickly. The activation of appetitive and aversive motivation stimuli has been 

used to effectively manipulate the level of encoding of information in ads as evidenced by 

increased recognition of the information (Sparks, 2007). It may be that in the current study the 

appetitive motivation to answer questions correctly and the aversive motivation to not provide 

incorrect answers led to more cognitive resources being allocated to the information presented in 

the second critical ad.  
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It is worth noting that poor recall for important information without motivation is by no 

means a novel finding. For example, a primary goal of journalistic news is to inform people 

about important information, yet people often recall very few details about the news (Gunter, 

1987). Similar to the current study, Stauffer, Frost, and Rybolt (1983) found that substantial 

improvements to recall for news occurred when participants were forewarned that they would be 

tested later on the news. A phone survey of 593 respondents was conducted asking questions 

about the previous night’s newscast, which all respondents reported having watched. Two days 

earlier, though, researchers had contacted a subset (n = 170) of the sample and informed them 

that they would be questioned later about the newscast. Thirty-one percent of the forewarned 

group recalled five or more news stories, whereas in the control group on three percent could 

recall as many stories. This led the researchers to conclude that motivation was a key factor in 

predicting whether viewers closely attended to the news. Expectation and motivation appear to 

significantly improve recall for important information. 

Endogenous versus Exogenous 

 When attention is shifted from one stimulus to another, the cause of the shift is often 

classified by its source. If the shift happened because the stimulus arrested the individual’s 

attention involuntarily (e.g., a car horn in traffic), this is referred to as a “pull effect” (Posner, 

1980), bottom-up attention (Ashcraft, 2006), or exogenous attention capture (Barrett, Tugade, & 

Engle, 2004). When an individual chooses to focus attention on a particular stimulus, it is 

referred to as controlled attention (Posner, 1980), top-down attention (Ashcraft, 2006), or 

endogenous attention capture (Barrett, Tugade, & Engle, 2004).  

In the current study, an effort was made to use exogenous stimuli (e.g., color and text 

size) to maintain attention already being allocated to those specific stimuli. It appears that the 
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endogenous stimuli were not sufficiently effective to merit greater attention, encoding, storage, 

and recall. If that had been the case, the first instance of seeing the altered ads would have 

resulted in improved recall. But, because even the largest font, matched color condition did not 

result in any greater recall than the control condition, it can be assumed that the endogenous 

stimuli were not sufficiently effective to solicit greater cognitive resources. Likewise, the 

endogenous drive (motivation) appeared to sufficiently direct cognitive resources to improve 

storage and retrieval.  

Disposition toward the Product and Aesthetic Value 

 Hypotheses 3 predicted that as recall for the negative potentials of the medication in 

terms of side effects increased, that the participant’s disposition toward the product would 

become more negative. The findings provide no support for this prediction. When recall for the 

side effects information increased with the viewing of the second critical ad, disposition toward 

the product scores remained the same. One reason for this result may be the generally poor recall 

for side effects. Even with the second ad when scores were significantly higher, participants still 

only averaged 4.05 correct answers out of 20. It should be noted that the opportunity to get credit 

twice for a single detail remembered correctly was possible. If for the free recall question the 

participant listed a correct detail, and if one of the cued recall questions asked about the same 

detail, the participant received a point for each. Theoretically, to get four points it would have 

been possible by only remembering one correct detail for each ad; therefore, a 4.05 could be a 

relatively low score suggesting that participants remembered very little about the potential 

negative effects of the medication. This poor memory for side effects may have been a factor in 

the lack of difference in disposition toward the product scores. Future research might find a way 
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to significantly alter recall for side effects and examine how it affects attitude toward the 

product. 

 Although no predictions were made about what would happen to aesthetic value when 

text size and color were altered, it is surprising that no changes in aesthetic value were observed. 

Both ads had a condition where the warning information was in large brown lettering, a different 

color from the rest of the ad. And yet, participants found both ads just as pleasant, beautiful, and 

attractive. In general, participants did not find either ad exceedingly high or low in aesthetic 

value; the mean aesthetic value score for Renyutien was 11.98 (SD = 3.68) and for Setelin was 

12.35 (SD = 3.44), both out of a range from 3-21,  in which the potential true median would be 

12. Indifference toward the aesthetic value of the ad may have confounded the results, but the 

standard deviations suggest that responses had approximately 20% variance for the majority of 

responses in aggregate. It appears that the color and text size changes to the warning information 

not only had no effect on recall, but it also had no effect on the aesthetic value of the ads. 

Limitations and Future Research 

 One of the major limitations of the study was confounding effects due to ad order and the 

presence of the first questionnaire. It is likely that because participants were asked about side 

effects in the first questionnaire that their attention was heightened to side effects information in 

the second critical ad. The buffer ad, which was about interior design, was placed between the 

two critical ads in all trials, but apparently did not create enough of a buffer. Future research 

might include a pharmaceutical ad in the buffer slot, but not ask any questions about side effects, 

possibly reducing the expectations of questions regarding side effects.  

 Another limitation was that participants were asked in the initial instructions to “read 

each article and ad carefully.” During trials many participants used their finger or mouse pointer 
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to guide their eyes during reading ads and articles. It became apparent that a careful reading of 

the ad for many participants meant a deliberate, top-to-bottom reading of every word. Whereas 

this effort complied with the instructions, it also negated the attention capture benefits of having 

the headline and side effects information in the same color and text size because they were 

separated by dissimilar copy regarding product information. Any encoding and orienting benefits 

that could have been gained from visual feature similarity between the headline and side effects 

information would have most likely been lost after attending to the small black text of the 

product copy. This may explain why no significant difference was found between experimental 

conditions in regards to recall. Two different approaches might address this problem in future 

research. First, an eye-tracking device could be used to determine if saccadic glances are made to 

the side effects information during or immediately after reading the headline. This would help 

reveal whether visual feature similarity promotes attention to the side effects information. 

Second, simply removing the instructions to read every ad carefully might help overcome 

problems with the scan path being more linear, rather than exogenous (Pieters, Rosebergen, & 

Wedel, 1999). 

 Kurt Lewin famously wrote, “There is nothing more practical than a good theory,” (1951, 

p. 169). One of the aims of the current research was to take the theoretical work on inattentional 

blindness and limited capacity model and make practical applications to consumers’ attention to 

and recall for warning information. Often the difficulty with experimentation is finding a way to 

create a highly controlled procedure that accounts for confounding variables while still 

maintaining ecological validity (Crano & Brewer, 2002); the current study was no exception to 

this tension. As stated previously, the repeated measures design of the experiment apparently 

primed participants to attend to warning information more closely in the second critical 
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exposure. One solution might be to include more buffer ads that are for the same type of 

medication, but not ask side effects questions for the buffer ads. This would, however, present a 

new difficulty of avoiding false recall of warning information remembered from the previous 

ads. The misattribution of side effects due to viewing several ads in a short time frame is a topic 

for future research that might have high ecological validity since a single magazine often 

contains multiple ads for similar products. 

Conclusion 

  Although matching visual features headlines and warning information in DTC 

advertisements may not significantly affect the storage and retrieval of important information, 

motivation to remember those details may be a key determining factor. The question then 

becomes, how do federal regulations for DTC ads help promote motivation to remember 

important information?  

 Zuckerman and Chaiken (1998) found readers had three different motivations in reading 

warning labels: accuracy, defense, and impression. Their research showed that if the individual 

believed he or she would actually be involved with the product, that a defensive reading of the 

warning label took place and memory for the details of the warning was sustained. Whereas, if a 

person was simply reading for accuracy or to get an impression, the information is only stored in 

short-term memory. It may be that participants in the current study were only motivated to read 

for accuracy. The challenge for writing federal guidelines for DTC ads will be to find a way to 

motivate consumers to imagine themselves as candidates for side effects when they are 

considering themselves as candidates for the product. It is an association that will most likely not 

be desired by pharmaceutical companies, but sometimes the danger in advertising needs to 

belong to the advertiser.  
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Figure 1. Trial examples from Mack and Rock’s (1998) inattentional blindness research. 
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Text size = original   Color = neutral 
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Text size = median   Color = original 
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Text size = median   Color = matched 
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Text size = median   Color = neutral 
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Text size = matched   Color = original 
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Text size = matched   Color = matched 
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Text size = matched   Color = neutral 
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Buffer Advertisement 
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Appendix B 

Spring Weather 

While spring is a result of the warmth of the turning of the earth's axis, the weather in 

many parts of the world appear very erratic taken on a year to year basis. But, the rainfall in 

spring, or any season, follows trends more related to longer cycles or events created by ocean 

currents and ocean temperatures which move to different complex effects.  

Unstable weather may more often occur during spring, when warm air typically begins to 

invade from lower latitudes, while cold air is still pushing from the Polar Regions. In the United 

States, Tornado Alley is most active this time of year, especially since the Rocky Mountains 

prevent the surging hot and cold air masses from spreading eastward and instead force them 

directly at each other. Besides tornados, supercell thunderstorms can also produce dangerously 

large hail and very high winds, for which a severe thunderstorm warning or tornado warning is 

usually issued. Even more so than winter, the jet streams play an important role in unstable and 

severe weather in the springtime in the Northern Hemisphere. 

Spring is a term for temperate climates, but the news of many countries covers large parts 

of continents and so we may hear of the hurricane season (Northern Hemisphere) and cyclone 

season Southern Hemisphere officially beginning in late spring. This is less to do with the 

relationship of spring to hurricanes/cyclones, but more to do with the extent of media coverage 

and the use of seasonal terms from the one part of a continent to make reference to what is 

happening in other less temperate climates.  
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Kitchens 

A kitchen is a room or part of a room (sometimes called "kitchen area" or "kitchenette") 

used for food preparation including cooking, and sometimes also for eating and entertaining 

guests, if the kitchen is large enough and designed to be used that way. 

A modern kitchen in the affluent parts of the western world is typically equipped with a 

stove and possibly a microwave oven. It also has a sink with hot and cold running water 

available for cleaning food, for providing water to cook with, as well as for washing dishes, 

although some modern kitchens have a dishwasher. One or more units in which to store food, 

and to store utensils, pots and dishes, are also usually present in or near a kitchen, either in the 

form of an adjacent pantry room, or more commonly as kitchen cabinets and a refrigerator which 

often has a freezer compartment. 

Although the main function of a kitchen is supposed to be cooking or preparing food, the 

kitchen can be the center of other activities as well, especially within homes. If, as sometimes 

happens, the home does not have a laundry room, but instead has a washing machine and 

possibly a dryer in a closet in the kitchen, then washing and drying laundry may also be done in 

the same room. The kitchen may also be the place where the family eats, provided it is large 

enough and has a table and chairs. Sometimes, the kitchen is the most comforting room in a 

house, where family and visitors tend to congregate. In this respect a large modern kitchen is still 

the psychological "hearth" of the home. 
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Gardening versus Farming 

In respect to its food producing purpose, gardening is distinguished from farming chiefly 

by scale and intent. Farming occurs on a larger scale and with the production of saleable goods 

as a major motivation. Gardening is done on a smaller scale, primarily for pleasure and to 

produce goods for the gardener's own family or community. There is some overlap between the 

terms, particularly in that some moderate-sized vegetable growing concerns, often called market 

gardening, can fit in either category.  

The key distinction between gardening and farming is essentially one of scale; gardening 

can be a hobby or an income supplement, but farming is generally understood as a full-time or 

commercial activity, usually involving more land and quite different practices. One distinction is 

that gardening is labor-intensive and employs very little infrastructural capital, typically no more 

than a few tools (e.g., a spade, hoe, basket, and watering can). By contrast, larger-scale farming 

often involves irrigation systems, chemical fertilizers and harvesters or, at the least, ladders (e.g., 

to reach up into fruit trees). However, this distinction is becoming blurred with the increasing use 

of power tools in even small gardens. In part, because of labor intensity and aesthetic 

motivations, gardening is very often much more productive per unit of land than farming.  

In Ukraine, half the food supply comes from small peasants' garden plots on the huge 

government-run collective farms, although they are often tiny patches of land. Some argue this as 

evidence of superiority of capitalism, since peasants are generally able to sell their produce. 

Others consider it to be evidence of a tragedy of the commons, since the large collective plots 

were often neglected, or fertilizers or water redirected to the private gardens. 
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Appendix C 

Spring Questions 
 

1) 1) Which of the following causes warmer weather in spring? 
a. Earth rotating on its axis 
b. Lunar cycles 
c. A rise in the temperature of the ocean 
d. Scientists do not know why 

 
2) What are trends in rainfall linked to? 

a. Earth’s distance from the sun 
b. Lunar cycles 
c. The population of people on the continent 
d. Ocean currents and temperatures 

 
3) What is the name of the region near the Rocky Mountains called that often experiences 

severe weather in the spring? 
a. Appalachian Silo 
b. Tornado Alley 
c. Hurricane Hollow 
d. Blast Belt 

 
4) Were people who follow tornados, called Storm Chasers, mentioned in the article? 

a. Yes 
b. No 
c. I don’t know 

 
5) Did the article mention supercell thunderstorms? 

a. Yes 
b. No 
c. I don’t know 

 
6) Hurricanes are associated with the Northern Hemisphere in the article. What is associated 

with the Southern Hemisphere? 
a. Monsoons 
b. Flooding 
c. Drought 
d. Cyclones 

 
7) Which of the following weather events was NOT mentioned in the article? 

a. Tornados 
b. Monsoons 
c. Cyclones 
d. Thunderstorms   
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Renyutien Questions 

 
1) Please list all the details you remember about the product, Renyutien. 
 
___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
2) Please list all the details you remember about the advertisement for Renyutien. 
 
___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
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3) Which statement below best describes Renyutien according to the ad? 
a. Is it just like similar products 
b. It has a long history  
c. It is different  
d. People are talking about it 

 
4) Below you are three pairs of adjectives. For each pair, please click on the number that 

best describes your overall feelings toward Renyutien. 
 

Bad  1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6----------7   Good 
 
             Pleasant   1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6----------7   Unpleasant 
 
               Dislike   1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6----------7   Like 

 
5) Please rate the Renyutien ad on the following scales (click on your response for each 

item). 
 

Not Attractive   1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6----------7   Attractive 
 

Not Beautiful   1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6----------7   Beautiful 
 

Not Pleasant   1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6----------7   Pleasant 
 

6) The ad stated that side effects varied based on what factor? 
a. Previous allergies 
b. Other medications 
c. Age 
d. Dosage 

 
7) The section of the ad pertaining to side effects began with which phrase? 

a. “Warning:” 
b. “Important Information:” 
c. “Indications:” 
d. “Side Effects Details:” 

 
8) Which of the following possible side effects was specifically mentioned in the ad? 

a. Runny nose 
b. Insomnia 
c. Headache 
d. Itching 
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9) Which of the following potential side effects was NOT specifically mentioned in the ad? 

a. Dizziness 
b. Ear infection 
c. Sore throat 
d. Upper respiratory infection 

 
10) According to the ad, how did patients with side effects generally respond? 

a. Stopped taking the medication immediately 
b. Stopped taking the medication after 30 days 
c. Gradually stopped taking the medication 
d. Continued taking the medication 
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Kitchen Questions 
 
1) Which one of the following was NOT listed as an activity performed in kitchens? 

a. Eating 
b. Washing clothes 
c. Balancing a checkbook 
d. Storing food 

 
2) Which one of the following was listed as an alternate name for a kitchen? 

a. Dining room 
b. Kitchenette 
c. Pantry 
d. Cuisinere 

 
3) According to the article, what part of the world typically has a stove and microwave oven 

in the kitchen? 
a. The Western world 
b. Industrialized nations 
c. The Americas 
d. Only North America 

 
4) Did the article mention that kitchens are sometimes used for entertaining guests? 

a. Yes 
b. No 
c. I don’t know 

 
5) Was the term “hot water” mentioned in the article? 

a. Yes 
b. No 
c. I don’t know 

 
6) Select all of the following appliances that were mentioned in the article. 

a. Microwave 
b. Dishwasher 
c. Washing machine 
d. Refrigerator 

 
7) The article ended by saying the kitchen can serve as the psychological meeting place in 

the home. What phrase was used to describe kitchens in this way? 
a. “Fireside” 
b. “Watercooler” 
c. “Family watering hole” 
d. “Hearth” 
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Smith Works Questions 

 
1)   Below you are three pairs of adjectives. For each pair, please click on the number 

that best describes your overall feelings toward Smith Works. 
 

Bad  1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6----------7   Good 
 
             Pleasant   1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6----------7   Unpleasant 
 
               Dislike   1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6----------7   Like 

 
2) Please rate the Smith Works ad on the following scales (click on your response for each 

item). 
 

Not Attractive   1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6----------7   Attractive 
 

Not Beautiful   1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6----------7   Beautiful 
 

Not Pleasant   1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6----------7   Pleasant 
 

3) How many people were in the ad? 
a. 1 
b. 2 
c. 3 
d. 4 

 
4) Which of the following best describes what the person(s) in the ad were doing? 

a. Walking 
b. Shaking hands 
c. Cooking  
d. Drinking coffee 

 
5) What was the company motto at the bottom of the ad? 

a. “Design Done Right” 
b. “Design that Celebrates Life” 
c. “Interiors that Last a Lifetime” 
d. “Designed for Enjoyment” 
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Gardening versus Farming Questions 
 

1) Which motive does the article say is unique to gardening? 
a. Preserve heirloom seeds 
b. As a hobby 
c. Prevent land erosion  
d. Allow for crop rotation 
 

2) Which motive does the article say is unique to farming? 
a. Carrying on generational business 
b. Collecting government subsidies 
c. Selling the product(s) 
d. Maintain identity 

 
3) Of the following, which one was NOT mentioned as being used for gardening? 

a. Watering can 
b. Hoe 
c. Spade  
d. Shovel 

 
4) Of the following, which was NOT mentioned as being used in farming? 

a. Tractor 
b. Irrigation system 
c. Harvester 
d. Ladders 

 
5) The article states that farms are more labor-intensive than gardens. 

a. True 
b. False 
c. I don’t know 

 
6) Fruit trees are mentioned in the article. 

a. True 
b. False 
c. I don’t know 

 
7) Which one of the following countries was mentioned in the article? 

a. Russia 
b. France 
c. Bosnia 
d. Ukraine 
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Setelin Questions 

 
1) Please list all the details you remember about the product, Setelin. 
 
___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
2) Please list all the details you remember about the advertisement for Setelin. 
 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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3) Which of the following images were at the top of the Setelin ad? 
a. A cat 
b. An ash tray 
c. A broom 
d. A dog 
 

4)  Below you are three pairs of adjectives. For each pair, please click on the number that 
best describes your overall feelings toward Setelin. 

 
Bad  1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6----------7   Good 

 
             Pleasant   1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6----------7   Unpleasant 

 
               Dislike   1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6----------7   Like 

 
 

4) Please rate the Setelin ad on the following scales (click on your response for each item). 
 

Not Attractive   1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6----------7   Attractive 
 

Not Beautiful   1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6----------7   Beautiful 
 

Not Pleasant   1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6----------7   Pleasant 
 

5) What type of taste was listed as a possible side effect? 
a. Bitter 
b. Sour 
c. Metallic 
d. Diminished tasting ability 

 
6) The section of the ad pertaining to side effects began with which phrase? 

a. “Warning:” 
b. “Please see important information:” 
c. “Indications:” 
d. “Side Effects Details:” 

 
7) Which of the following possible side effects was specifically mentioned in the ad? 

a. Runny nose 
b. Insomnia 
c. Headache 
d. Itching 
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8) Which of the following potential side effects was NOT specifically mentioned in the ad? 

a. Drowsiness 
b. Nasal inflammation 
c. Nasal burning 
d. Dizziness 

 
9) According to the ad, what should a patient do if side effects develop? 

a. Stop taking the medication immediately 
b. Consult a physician  
c. Continue taking the medication if side effects are not severe 
d. This information was not provided in the ad 
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Demographic Information 
 

Are you   ____Female   or   ____Male?  What is your age? ____ 
 
 
What is your class?     ____Freshman    ____Sophomore    ____Junior    ____Senior 
 
 
Please check all of the following that are a topic of interest to you: 
 
___ camping  ___ interior design   ___ running 
___ fishing  ___ listening to music   ___ swimming 
___ gardening  ___ meteorology (weather)  ___ watching movies 
___ hiking  ___ reading books   ___ watching sports 
 
 
Have you ever been diagnosed with seasonal allegories by a physician?   

  ___ yes  ___ no  
 
 
Please type in the number you see in each of the following images. If no number is 
present, type “100”. (Note: images will be presented one at a time.) 
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Appendix D 

INFORMED CONSENT STATEMENT 
 

Advertisements Study 
Investigators: Wes Fondren and Dr. Jennings Bryant 

 
INFORMATION: This is a research study evaluating advertisements. It will take up to one 
hour. During that time you will be asked to read three brief articles, read three advertisements, 
and answer a few questions about the articles and ads. In the short survey you will be asked for 
demographic information. This will be used for classification purposes only. 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY:  The information in the study records will be kept confidential. Data 
will be stored securely and made available to people conducting the study. Your name will not 
be stored with the data we collect. All data will be reported in terms of group average. If you 
chose to end your participation in the study before completing all aspects of it, your responses 
will be destroyed in order to protect your anonymity. 
 
PARTICIPATION: Your participation in this study is voluntary; you may decline to participate 
without penalty. If you decide to participate, you may withdraw from the study at any time 
without penalty and without loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. If you withdraw 
from the study, your data will be destroyed.  
 
RISKS AND BENEFITS:  There are no foreseeable risks for participating in this research 
project. No compensation will be provided by the researcher. You may also find it useful to see 
how research in communication is conducted.  
 
CONTACT: If you have questions at any time about the study or the procedures please contact 
Wes Fondren at 205-239-5316 (email: fondr006@bama.ua.edu) or Dr. Jennings Bryant at 205-
348-8593 (email: jbryant@ua.edu). If you have any questions about your rights as a research 
participant you may contact Ms. Tanta Myles, The University of Alabama Research Compliance 
Officer, at 205-348-5152.  
 
CONSENT: By clicking the “continue” button, you acknowledge all of the following: 1) you 
have read and understand the above information, 2) you agree to participate in this study, and 3) 
you are at least 19 years of age.  
                                                           
Participant’s name  
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Instructions 

One of the common practices used in Internet advertising is coordinating ads with the 

topic of the webpage. For example, a news story about Boston might contain ads for hotels in 

Boston. During the research, three times you will be presented with a brief article matched with a 

related advertisement, each time followed by a questionnaire. Please read each article and 

advertisement carefully; it also important that you answer each question as accurately as 

possible.  

If you have a question at any time during the study, raise your hand and an assistant will 

come to you. You may withdraw from the study at any time without penalty. 

 Follow the onscreen prompts to proceed through each section of the study. You can 

navigate forward, but will not be able to return to previous screens. Click the “continue” button 

below to continue. 
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Appendix E 
 

Debriefing Information 
 
This study is designed to investigate factors that impact attention to warning information 

in advertisements for prescription medications. The medications discussed in this study, 

Renyutien and Setelin, do not exist.  

We very much appreciate you participating in this study. Because this research project 

ongoing, we ask that you refrain from discussing the project with anyone until August 1st, 2009. 

If people know what the project is about before they participate, it may influence how they 

respond. Please do not share this debriefing form with anyone. 

Thank you again for your participation.  
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Footnotes 

 1 The RGB color model numerically represents the amount of red light, green light, and 

blue light displayed and is a standard used in image manipulation software and in the printing 

industry.  


